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COVARIANCE MATRIX ELEMENTS ESTIMATION: 
SPECIAL LINEAR MODEL WITHOUT 
AND W I T H REPEATED MEASUREMENT 
G E J Z A W I M M E R 
(Communicated by Lubomir Kubdcek ) 
A B S T R A C T . The paper shows locally best linear-quadratic unbiased estimators 
of the covariance matrix elements in a special s tructure of the linear model, where 
the dispersions depend on mean value parameters. The existence, uniqueness and 
the dispersion of these estimators are investigated. Their asymptotic behaviour is 
determined in a special case. The existence of these estimators and their dispersion 
in the case of increasing repetitions of one measurement is also investigated. 
1. Introduction 
Let us measure linear dependence (2 variable case) with a measuring device 
whose dispersion characteristic is linear-quadratically dependent on the actual 
measured value, i.e., we have the model 
( Y . X A S ) , (1-1) 
where Yn x is a normally distributed random vector. Its realization ynl is the 
result of measurement. The mean value £(Y) = X n 2 /32 1 (X is a known design 
matrix of order n x 2 with ith row ( l , x j , x{ ^ x- for i ^- j ; (3 (E 7Z
2 is the 
unknown parameter, n ^ 4) . The covariance matrix of the vector Y is 
_ = (т2Җß) = a2 
/ ( a + feleiX/31)2 0 . . . 0 
0 (a + b\e'2X(3\)
2 ... 0 
\ 0 0 . . . (a + b\e'nXf3\)
2) 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 62J05, 62F10. 
K e y w o r d s : linear model, dispersion, mean value parameter, locally best l inear-quadratic 
unbiased est imator (LBLQUE), covariance matrix, normally distributed random vector. 
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where a, b and cr2 are known positive constants (the characteristics of the 
measuring device, for more details, see, e.g., [2; p. 28], [5; p. 456, 914]), and e'; 
is the transpose of the ith unit vector. 
Under the assumption that one (say the j t h ) measurement is repeated several 
times independently, we have the model 
( Y , X * / 3 , £ f i ) , (1.2) 
where Yn+J_1 x is again a normally distributed random vector, and its real-
ization yn+J_l ! is the result of measurement. The mean value £(Y) = 
X ^ + J _ 1 ) 2 / 3 2 i l , where 
Л n + J - 1 , 2 
1 Xj-i 
1 Xj 
1 X Ј + l 
1 xn 
1 Xj 
\ l Xj / 
and x- i-x-foriy£j.J}_l is the number of repeated measurements at the 









0 {a + Ъ\e'n+J_xҠ
Rß\үJ 




' ү f i o n 2 (a+Ь\e'nX.
кß\) 
(a+Ьle^X^I) 2 ... 
0 ... (a+6|e;X R /3 |) 2 / 
where a, b and cr2 are again known positive constants. It is evident that we 
consider independent measurements. 
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In Section 2 of the paper, we look for the /30-LBLQUE (locally best linear-
quadratic unbiased estimator, see, e.g., [7]) of the functional a2 (a + b|e'.X/3|) 
(j — 1, 2 , . . . , n ) of the parameter /3 (i.e., of the element of the covariance matrix 
S ) in the model (1.1). This is of a great importance for an observer; he has to 
know whether the variability of the variances of the measurements needs or does 
not need to be taken into account in processing the measured data. 
Further, we investigate the existence of the above mentioned estimator and 
its uniqueness (in Section 3), we derive the form of this estimator (in Section 4) 
and also determine its dispersion (in Section 5). 
The existence of the jd0-LBLQUE of the functional a
2(a + b\eflX
Rf3\)2 (i = 
1,2,..., n + J—1) of parameter j3 in the model (1.2) is investigated in Section 6. 
We also determine the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE in the model (1.2) 
(Section 7) and its asymptotic behaviour in the case of increasing J (the number 
of repetitions of the jfth measurement) (in Section 8). So this paper forms a base 
for investigation of the general (2 variable) model with repetitions of an arbitrary 
measurement. The above mentioned investigations are of a great importance for 
an observer for the reasons stated above. The observer is also interested in the 
influence of repeating the jth measurement on the dispersion of the estimator 
of cr2(a + b|e^XR/3|)2 for i ^ j and for i= j . 
Some propositions needed for our investigations in Section 2, Section 3 and 
Section 4 are in Appendix 1. 
The asymptotic behavior of the dispersion in the model (1.1) in the special 
case of increasing xj with a — a
2 — 1 and /30 — (0,1)' is investigated in 
Appendix 2. 
How to verify the correctness of the numerical value of the estimate in the 
model (1.1) is shown in Appendix 3. 
This paper is a continuation of [6], [7] and [8] (see also [9]). 
2. T h e /3 0 -LBLQUE of a
2 (a + 6 | e jX/3|)
2 in t h e mode l (1.1) 
Let us denote by T> the following class of n x n matrices: 
P = D „ , „ : T r D 
/ | e í X / 3 | 0 ... 0 
0 |e'2Xj3| ... 0 
| = 0 v{/3eR2}, 
. I : o • o 
\ 0 0 ... KX/31. 
TrD = 0, X'(p + a2b2f2eie'iDeietyx = o\. 
( T r D is the trace of the matrix D.) 
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LEMMA 2.1. In the model (1.1), B e V if and only if 
e[Bei = 0, i = 1 ,2, . . . , n , 
and 
X ' B X = O . 









= £Є гBe г |e' гx/з| = o v{/зeтг
2} 
i=l 
\ 0 0 ... \e'nX(3\J 
is equivalent to (2.1). Now, we can easily finish the proof of the lemma. • 
COROLLARY 2.2. In the model (1.1), 
B G D <=> vecB e K e r X ' , 
2 v 
where KerX' = {£ £ TZn : X'£ = O} (for the definition of the matrix X' and 
also the definition of v e c B , see Appendix 1). 
LEMMA 2.3. In the model (VI), a'Y + Y'AY is an unbiased estimator of 
a2(a + b|e^.X/3|) , j £ {1, 2 , . . . , n } , if and only if 
a e K e r X ' , 
and 
X'(I + r ) v e c A = ( 2 J 1 ) 
where I* is defined in Appendix 1. 
(2-3) 
(2-4) 
P r o o f . The random variable a'Y + Y1 AY is an unbiased estimator of 
a2{a + 6|e^X/3|)2 if and only if 
V{/3eR 2 } 
^ ( a ' y + y ' A y ) 
= a'X/3 + /3'X'AX/3 + Tr A S 
= a'X/3 + /3'X'AX/3 + a2a2 Tr A + 2a6a2 Tr A 
/ Kxčl o 






+ a262 ^ cjAet(e^X^)
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which is equivalent (for details, see [7; Lemma 2.1]) to 
e'%Aei = 0 , i = 1, 2 , . . . , j - 1, j + 1,..., n , e'jAej -= 1, (2.5) 
X / (A + A / )X = 0 , (2.6) 
and (2.3). As (2.5) and (2.6) are equivalent to (2.4), the lemma is proved. • 
Proofs of the next two lemmas can be found in [7] and are omitted. 
LEMMA 2.4. In the model (1.1). the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
(30-LBLQUE of its mean value {in the class of linear-quadratic estimators) if 
and only if there exists a vector z £ 7Zn that 
a = - ( A + A')X/30 + (X ' ) - n ( s ( / 3 o ) ) X'z (2.7) 
and 
V{DGP} 
Tr(D + D ' ){a 2 S( /3 0 ) (A + A')E(/30) + 2X/3 0 * 'X[ (X ' ) ; ; ( s ^ o ) ) ]
, £( /3 0 ) } = 0. 
(2.8) 
((^/)m(.s(/3 )) is an arbitrary but fixed minimum £(/30)-norra g-inverse of the 
matrix X ' . i.e., a matrix satisfying the relations X / (X / ) m / S /^ o ^X
/ — X' and 
( ( X ' ) - ( s ( / 3 o ) ) X ' ) ' £ ( / 3 0 ) = £ ( / 3 0 ) ( X ' ) - ( s ( / 3 o ) ) X ' . ) 
LEMMA 2.5. For the arbitrary matrices A, X and a vector (3Q, 
3{zeUn} - (A + A')X/30 + (X ' ) - ( S J ( / - o ) ) X'z = a 
and 
a e K e r X ' 
if and only if 
« = (I - (X ' ) ; . ( s ( / 3 o ) ) X' ) ( - ( A + A')X/30) . 
LEMMA 2 .6 . In the model (1.1), the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
(30-LBLQUE of a
2(a + 6|e;.X/3| )
2 , j 6 { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } , */ and only if 
a = - ( A + A')X/3 o 7 (2.9) 
V{DeP} Tr(D + D')S(/3o)(A + A')S(/3o) = 0, (2.10) 
and (2.5) and (2.6) hold. 
P r o o f . The random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the /30-LBLQUE of 
a2 (a + 6|e^.X/3|)2 if and only if 
(i) a'Y + YAY is an unbiased estimator of a2(a + b\e'-X^\) , 
(ii) a ' F + YAY is the /30-LBLQUE of its mean value. 
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According to Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, (i) and (ii) are satisfied if and only if 
(2.3), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) hold. As (2.3), (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent 
to (2.9) and (2.6) (Lemma 2.5), and (2.8) is equivalent to (2.10) (because of 
X'DX = O for all D G V (see Lemma 2.1)), the lemma is proved. • 
LEMMA 2.7. In the model (1.1), 
V{DeX>} Tr cr2(D + D')E(/30)(A + A')£( /3 0 ) = 0 
3 { 7 e ^
4 + n } (S ( /3 J <g> £(/30)) vec(A + A') = X 7 -
P r o o f . 
V{De£>} Tr a 2 ( D + D')E(/30)(A + A')E(/30) = 0 
<=* V{DeD} [vecE( i9o)(A + A
, )E( /3 o ) ] ' vecD = 0 
« 3 { 7 G R
4 + " } (E( /3J ® E(/30)) vec(A + A' ) = X 7 
(using Corollary 1.2 and the well-known relations T r A B = (vecB') ' vec A , 
v e c A B C = ( C ® A) v e c B , where ® means the Kronecker product, see, e.g.,' 
[4; p. 11]). • 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 we have the following: 
LEMMA 2 .8. In the model (1.1), the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
(30-LBLQUE of a
2 ( a + 6|e^X/3|)2 , j E {1, 2 , . . . ,n}, if and only if 
a = - ( A + A')X/30 
and 37E7£ 4 + n snc/i £/ia£ 
(E( /3J ® E(/30)) vec(A + A') = X 7 , (2.11) 
X'(I + r ) v e c A = ( ^ , 1 ) . (2.12) 
We simply note that (2.5) and (2.6) are evidently equivalent to (2.12). 
As (2.11) is equivalent to 
vec(A + A') = (E- x ( /3 0 ) ® ^~\(30))X1, 
we see that 
I* vec(A + A') = vec(A + A7) 
and so, according to Lemma 9.3, 
F ( E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® E -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) X 7 
= ( E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® E -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) ( ( X ® X ) r , e 1 ® e 1 ) . . . ) e n ® e n ) 7 (2.13) 
= ( E - 1 ( / 3 o ) ® E -
1 ( / 3 o ) ) ( ( X 0 X ) , e 1 ( 8 ) e 1 , . . . , e n ® e n ) 7 . 
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As (S _ 1 ( /3 0 )® S
_ 1 ( /3 0 ) ) is a nonsingular matrix, and (X(g)X) is of full column 
rank (see Lemma 9.2), we obtain from (2.13) that 
e W = e'3-y • 
We can modify Lemma 2.8 as follows: 
LEMMA 2.9. In the model (1.1), the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
f3o-LBLQUE of a
2 (a + ble'jXP])2 , j e { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } . if and only if 
3 { 7 6 f t
4 + n , ^ 7 = ^ 7 } : 
X / (E- 1 ( /3 o )®E-
1 03 o ) )X 7 = ( g e '
1 ) - <2-14) 
In this case, 
vec(A + A') = ( E - 1 ^ ) ® E-1(/30))X7 , 
a = - ( A + A')X/30. 
L E M M A 2.10. 
3 { 7 6 R
4 + I \ e'27 = e ^ } : 
X ' ( E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® E -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) X 7 = ( ^ . i ) 
<==> 3{6eTZ4+n} : 
X'(I + r ) (E- 1 ( /3 o )®E-
1 ( /3 0 ) ) ( I + r ) X ^ = ( ^ , i 
P r o o f . With 6 = 7 (see (9.3)) 
X'(I + r)(E-1( /30)®E-
1(y90))(I + r)Xtf 
= 2 C o P 2 ) x'Cu-^o) ® E-^JJW = (g° ) • 
Now let 
/ I + I* 0 \ <5 
7 = O 2 1 j 2 ' 





I + P ° ) I 
= ix'(I + r)(E-1(/30)®E-
1(y90))(I + r)X<5=(° ) . 




THEOREM 2.11 . In the model (1.1), the random variable a'Y + Y'AY is the 
0o-LBLQUE of a
2(a + 6|e^.X/3|)2, j 6 {1,2,.. ., n } , if and only if 
3{6eTZ4+n} : 
x'(i + r)(.fi-109o)®.fi-
1G8o))(i + r)x_ = ( ° _). (2.15) 
In this case, 
vec(A + A') = (I + Г ) ( S - Ҷ / 3 0 ) ® S - Ҷ / 3 0 ) ) X | , 
a = - ( A + A')X/3 0 . 
(2.16) 
3. Existence of the /30-LBLQUE in the model (1.1) 
As (2.15) is a n.a.s. condition for the existence of the /30-LBLQUE of 
cr2(a + 6|e'X/3|) , j E {1,2,... , n } , we see that this estimator exists if and 
only if 
° ) eA t(x'(i + r)(E-
1(i90)®E-
1(/30))(i + r)x) 
/x(X'(I + r)(.fi--03o)®.fi--(/3o))) 
/( i + r )(x '®x ' )\ 








0 ( a + f e l e ^ J ) - 1 
V 0 0 . . . ( a + 6 | e ; X l f 3 0 | ) - V 
and /x(X'(I + I*)(S~"2 (/30) (8) _S~~(/30))) is the vector space spanned by the 
columns of the matrix X'(I + I*)(X - ~(/3 0 ) ® £~"~(/30)) (see also Lemma 9.3 
and Lemma 9.4). 
As 
(I + ľ ) ( X ' ® X ' ) = 
2 2 ... 2 2 2 ... 2 ... 2 ... 2 
2x1 x i -x2 ••• xl~f~xn x2~f"xl 2x2 ••• x2~f~xn ••• xтг+xl ••• 2x т i 
2 x i xi-fx2 . . . xi-fxn x2~ł~xl 2x2 ••• x2+xri ••• xтŁ~Ьxl ••• 2 x n 
2 x i 2 x 1 x 2 ... 2x1x7^, 2 x 2 x 1 2x2 ... 2 x 2 x n ••• 2 x T Ł x i ... 2 x n 
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let us look for such a vector 
i l l J21 m l .12 
do = (do >do > • • • > d o > d o > • • • » d o > • • • > < C ) 
for w h i c h 
/(I + P)(X'®X')\ 
2 c ; ® e'j 
V 2e' ® e' 





It is obvious that 
di1 = d22 = 
and 
= d?-1'*-1 = di+1'i+1 = • • • = dnn = 0 





From the assumptions of the model (1.1), there exist three different x?:, x-
and xk. Then 
/ 2 2 2 
det xz + x̂ . x. + xfc x. + xk \ = 4(x- - x j ^ . - xk)(xj - a,.) ^ 0 , 
\ *X{Xj *
xixk 2xjXk 
and so, the matrix 
x i + x j x?; + xk xj + x k 
2x-x„ * з ^
xixk 2x.xk 
is nonsingular. The equation 
2 2 







is always soluble (for every x ) , and dQ for which (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) hold and 
the rest of coordinates are zeros satisfies (3.3). 
We have proved the next theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. There always exists do satisfying (3.3), and so, the (3Q-LBLQUE 
of a2(a + 6|e'-X/3|) exists for each j E {1, 2 , . . . ,n} . 
A n.a.s. condition for a'Y + Y'AY to be the /30-LBLQUE of 
cr2(a + b|e^.X/3|)2 is (2.15) (in which case (2.16) is also valid). We see that 
for every solution 6 of (2.15) (i.e., 
6 = [X(i + v)p-1<j30)®n-
1V30)){i + r)x]- (£_ 
+ {i - [x'(i + r ) (s- 1 ( /3 j® x-\p0))(i + r)%}- • 
.[x'(i + r)(E-1(/30)®s-
1(^0))(i + r)x]}77; 
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we have that 
vec(A + A') = (I + r)(S- 1(/3 0) ® S"
1(/30))xf 
= i ( I + r)(S-1(/30)®S-
1(/30))X- ( 3 . 7 ) 
• [x'(i + r)(s-1(/30)®s-
1(/30))(i + r)x]- ( ° 
is unique (and does not depend on the choice of the g-inverse as (3.1) is always 
satisfied). 
COROLLARY 3.2. There always exists a unique (30-LBLQUE of 
c72(a + 6|e^.X/3|)2 for each j e {1,2,.. . , n } . 
4. Formula for the /30-LBLQUE in the model (1.1) 
As the /30-LBLQUE of a
2(a + 6|e^X/3|)2 is unique and given by (3.7) (foe 
arbitrary choice of the g-inverse), we obtain the formula for it as 
a'Y + Y'AY = -/3 0 X'(A + A')Y + y '
A + A y 
ZJ 
= \(Y' ® (Y - 2X/30)')(I + F)(S-
1(/30) ® E-
1(i30))X. 
• [x'(i + r)(s- 1 (/3 0 )®s-
1 (/3 o ))(i + r ) x ] - ( ° ) ( 4 . i) 
= i ( r ' ® ( Y - 2 X / j 0 ) ' ) ( i + r)(s-
1 ( i 9 0 )®s-
1 (/3 0 ))x . 
{X'(E- 1 03 o )® . f i-
1 09 в ))X}-
1 ^ 
(see Lemma 9.4). 
Let us denote 
{ X ' ( S - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® S -
1 ( i 3 0 ) ) X } -
1 = ( ^ 
\ n, 
M , 4 N 4 i П 
P 
4 n^n 
According to Lemma 9.5, we now have 
a'Y + Y'AY 
= ^Y' ®(Y -2Xß0)')(I + Г)(Ъ-\ß0)®Ъ-Ҷß0))x(^
Є
eJ 
= ЏY'®(Y- 2X/30)')(I + Г)(£-
1(/30) ® Ъ~\ß0)У 
• ((X ® X)Ne • + ± (eť ® eX^epвj) . 
(4.2) 
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Since for i 7-- j 
(e[ ® e\) [(X ® X)Ne. + £ ( C | ® e,)na>1e{PCj = 0 
and 
(e'. ® e'3) [(X ® X)Ne . + E (Є/ ® e^дЄÍPe,.] = (a + ЬtøXД 
we obtain from (4.2) after a short computation 
a'F + YAF 
4 
O I / 5 
(Y/-2YJ.e;x/з0)-X;E 
(YrY.-(Yr<Ж + Y.<*ß0)) 





12 + w13) + x)w14 + xs [w
21 + x.(w22 + w23) + x)w24\ 
+ xr[w




43) + x2w44}} , 
where the w^ are elements of the matrix W _ 1 ( W is given by (9.7), see also 
Lemma 9.5). 
From Lemma 9.6, we finally obtain the formula for the /30-LBLQUE of 
(T2(a + b\e'jX3\)2 as 
a'Y + Y'AY 
-(Y2 2Y.c'X3) rr(YrYa-(YreaX30 + Y,erX3o)) 
33




• {w11 + w12(2Xj + xr+ xj + w
14(x2 + xrxa) + (w
22 + w23)Xj(xr + xa) 
+ w24x (x x . + xx. + 2xx) + w44xxx2\ , 
3 ^ r 3 & 3 T S' T S J ) > 
(4.3) 
where the w^ are given by (9.12)-(9.18). 
5. Dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE in the model (1.1) 
Let us now calculate the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of cr
2(a + b|e/X/3|) 
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at /3 0 . 
V0o(a'Y + Y'AY) 
= 2a4 Tr A ± A : E ( / 3 O ) A.tAj S ( / 3 J 
+ a2{(A + A')X/30-(A + A')X/30}'S(/30){(A + A')X/30-(A + A')X/30} 
= -£ Tr(A + A')£(/30)(A + A')S(/30) 
= -£ [vec(A + A')]' vec [S(/30)(A + A')£(/3J] 
= -£ [vec(A + N)]'(E(/30) ® £(/3J) vec(A + A') 
= ^ 'X'(S-1( /30)®S-
1( /30))(I + r)(E(^0)®S(/30))-
•(I + r)(S-1(/3o)0E-
1( j3o))X« 
= ^5'[x'(i + r)(s-1(^0)®s-
1(/30))(i + r )x]5, (5.i) 
where 6 is a solution of (2.15). As (3.1) holds, we have 
Vp (a 'Y + Y'AY) 
-S<)-"G 
= 8a4(0 l i4e;.)[X'(I + r ) (S-
1 ( /3 0 )®S-
1 ( /3 0 ) ) ( I + r ) X ] - ' "4,1 
- t o 4 
8e, 
and this dispersion does not depend on the choice of the g-inverse 
[x'(i + r)(s-1(/30)®E-
1(/30))(i + r ) x ] - . 
According to Lemma 9.4, we have 
V0o(a'Y + Y'AY) 
= a4(0e; .)[X'(E-1( /30)®E-
1( /30))X]-
1 (*+Q
V ° i ji  r o u o 
e • 
= 2(j4e',Pe, 4 e ; : 
2a4 [(a + òҢX/ЗJ)4 + w11 + Xj(w
12 + w13 + w21 + w31) 
+ x)(w14 + w22 + w23 + w32 + w33 + w41) 
+ x3(w24 + w34 + w42 + w43) + x4w44} . (5.2) 
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After a short computation, we obtain from (5.2) (see Lemma 9.6) 
V^a'Y + Y'AY) 
= 2a4 [{a + &|e;.X/30|)
4 + w11 + 4xjW
12 + 2x2(wu + w22 + w23) 
+ 4x3w24 + x4w44], 
where the wli are given by (9.12) - (9.18). 
(5.3) 
6. Exis tence of t h e /30-LBLQUE in t h e mode l (1.2) 
Let us denote 
/ (xRy ® (xRy \ 




V <®< I 
The next Theorem can be proved (see [3]): 
THEOREM 6 .1 . In the model (1.2), the random variable a'(i)Y + Y'A(i)Y is 
the (30-LBLQUE of o
2(a + b\e'rKRf3\)2, i <G {1 ,2 , . . . , n + J- 1}, if and only if 
3{6(l)eU
4^} : 
(XR)'(I + r ) (E f l -
1 ( /3 0 )®S f i -
1 ( /3 0 ) ) ( I + r ) X % ) = ( ^ ) , (6.1) 
where 
q = i for ie {{1,2, . . . , n } - { j } } , 
9 = j for i 6 { j , n + l , . . . , n + J- 1} . 
In this case, 
vec(A ( 0+A;0) = i ( I + r)(E«







From the n.a.s. condition (6.1), we see that the /30-LBLQUE of 
o-2(a + 6|e^X f i/3|)2 , i € {1, 2 , . . . ,n + J - 1}, exists if and only if 




= M((X*)'(I + F)(-€«-- (0O) ® S « - - 09o))) = M((X*)'(I + I*)) , 
where 
sñҶ/з0) = 
/ (a+fc^Xf/3|)-x 0 




V 0 0 . . . (a+&|< + J- i X f/3 | )-V 
(/i(A) is the vector space spanned by the columns of the matrix A ) , 
q = i for i € { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - { j } } , 
q — j for i 6 {J, n + 1 , . . . , n + J — 1} . 
LEMMA 6.2. Lei i E {1, 2 , . . . , n + J - 1} . T/ie sector 
d ( i ) - \d(i)' d ( i ) ' • • • ' d(i)' 
ii,z i n + J - 1 , 2 in + J-l,n + J-l\' 
' a( i) ' * ' ' ' a(i) ' ' • • ' " ( i ) j 
with 
(') 
cf/'.x , d/'.x and GL.V determined by 
( i ) ' ( i ) ( i ) -* Ҷ0
2 
X g + Xfc X<j + X t Xfc + Жť 
^XqXk 2,XqXt 2 x f c X t 
/4)\ 




q = i for ie { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - { j } } , 
g = j /or * 6 {j,n + l , . . . , n + J- 1} , 
and the remaining of coordinates zero, satisfies the equation (XR)'(I + I*)d,i) = 
O 
8 e , 
P r o o f . The proof is based on the fact that in the model (1.2), there exist 
three different x , xk and xt and is omitted (see also Section 3). • 
So we have proved the next theorem: 
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THEOREM 6.3. In the model (1.2), the f30-LBLQUE of a
2 (a + b\e[XRf3\y 
exists for every i E {1, 2 , . . . , n + J — 1} . 
We only note that this /3Q-LBLQUE is unique for every i E {1 ,2 , . . . , n+J—1} 
(see Section 3). 
7 . Dispers ion of t h e /3 0-LBLQUE in t h e mode l (1.2) 
It can easily be shown (see Lemma 9.2) that the matrix (XR)f has rank 4 + n 
(i.e., it has full row rank). From this follows the existence of the matrix 
{(x*)'̂ -1 )̂ ® .sv^x*}-1 = (*$• *r 
VV1^ )nA rn,n 
In the same way as in Section 5, we obtain that the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE 
of a 2 ( a + ò|e^Xfí/3|) , i Є {1, 2 , . . . ,n + J - 1} , at ß0 ìs 
Vßа (
aUY + Y'\І)Y) = 2Иe' qP
яe q , (7.1) 
where 
q = i for zE { { l , 2 , . . . , n } - { j } } , 
and 
q = j for i E {j, n + 1,. . . , n + J — 1} . 
Using the notation 
( X R ) ' ( E f i -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ® E H -




V 4 , 4 ~ 








t = i . 
\^i ) 
\Í ( ть 
Y >i + J >j 
. 1 = 1 , 
Wi ) 
Y xupi + Jxjipj 
i = l 
\i^Í 
Y xupi + Jxjipj 




, \ i=1 
Y VÍ+J(PJ Y Xi(pi+Jxjipj 
i=l I I i=i 
\i^Í ) \i^Í / 
Y v>i+Jvj Y x2<pi+Jx2<p3 
i=i I 1 i=i 
\i^Í ) W .7 
\ ( 
\ 
Y Xiipi + JXjipj 
i=l 
\i& 
Y xupi + Jxjipj Y xupi + Jxjtpj 
\ I i = l I I t = l 
\ VT-J ) W .7 
Y xupi + Jxjipj 
) \^) 
( 
Y Xiipi + JXjípj 
1 = 1 
/ W J ' y 
Y X2 >І + JX2 >Э 
, 1 = 1 
\ІФІ 
Y xupi + JxjVj Y <Pi + JVj 12 xupi + Jxjipj Y Xi<pi + Jxj(pj 
\i^Í ) \i^Í ) \i^Í ) W J ) 
Y xupi + Jxjtpj Y xupi + Jxjipj Y xupi + Jxjipj Y x2<px + Jx
2(pj 
\i^Í ) W j ) \ilti ) VŽÍ 
( \ ( \ ( \ 
Y x2<pi + Jx2(pj 
1 = 1 
\i^Í 
Y <PÍ+JVJ 
1 = 1 , 
\i^Í ) 
Y x2<pi + Jx2Wj 
W j 
Y X2 >І + JX2 >J 
. Í = I 
with¥J< = (a + 6|C;X« j90 |)-% 
( 
Y XUPi+JXjipj 





H xlipi + Jx^ipj 
. i = l 
\.-y 
Y Xiipi + JXjipj 
, xi=1 
) W j ) 
^ „ \ 
Y x2ipi + Jx2(p3 
1 = 1 / Wi 
( f\ <el Jrt < \ 
вR = 
аnd 
xx<p>\ x2<p\ ... JXjtf ... xn<p>l 
X\<P\ X2Vl ••• JXjtf ••• *nVÍ 
\x\<p\ x\<p\ ... Jx)tp) ... x2n<p
2
n) 
0 \ (<p\ o 
O <p\ 
zR = JĄ 
Vo VІ ì 
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Then for P ^ we have (see, e.g., [1; p. 66]) 
PR = (ZRyl + (ZR)-1(BR),(WR)~1BR(ZR)-1, 
where 
If we denote 
n 
Q = 5 _ ^ , 
ѓ = l 
-T-.7 
w я __ v я _ в
я ( Z я ) - 1 ( B ß ) / . 
_ _ '" Iь 
/з = E^2- 7 = _ > ^ , f = E ^ , 




* = _ _ > • > . , * = _ _ > . > < ' *? = __! xV, 
г тг j i=l ?;= i 
P = $ > : tø, 














2-(Z + Jx2v23) (-V+Jxjipj^e+Jxlip^-fr+Jxfy?) 
(a+Jip3)(1+Jx3ipJ)-(S+Jxjíp



















Now it is easy to obtain (see also Section 5) for i G {{1, 2 , . . . ,n} — {j}}: 
V0O("U
Y + Y'A(*)Y) 




+ 2x2(w14 + w22 + w23) + 4x3w24 + x4w44] , 
and for i £ {J, n + 1 , . . . , n + J — 1}: 
^A^Y + Y'A^Y) 
(7-2) 
= 2<r4 
(a + ble^ßjУ 
J 
+ wu + 4 x 7 V
2 
+ 2x2(™14 + w;22 + w23) + 4x3™24 + x4w44 




8. Asymptotic behaviour of the /30-LBLQUE 
in the model (1.2) 
Let us now investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the /30-LBLQUE of 
cr2(a + b\e,iX
Rp\) at /30 for increasing J . 
Using Lemma 9.6, after a little tedious computation, we obtain 
w11 + 4x{w
12 + 2x2(wu + w22 + w23) + 4x3w24 + x4w44 
_ J3<p3(x2a - 2 x j 7 + e)(xi - Xj)
4 + J2a2 + Jax + aQ (8.1) 
where 
J3a3 + J
2a_ + Ja_ + aQ 
a3 -= — {є
3 — єp + x- [2ap — 6є2j + 4єrj] 
+ x 2 [3ae 2 -ap- 6e£ + 127
2e - 8777] 
+ x 3 [ - 8 7
3 + 127£ - 12a7£ + 4ar? + 4e6] (
8-2) 
+ x4[3a3e - (5e - 6a£ + 12a 7
2 - 876] 
+ x] [2/57 - 6a 2 7 + 4ao] + x] [a3 - a(3]} 
and a2, a a , a 0 , a 2 , ax, a 0 are constants. (We note only that the term at J
3 
in the numerator in (8.1) is always positive.) 
Let us now calculate 
J-^H)y+y'A(.)y)-
where a'(i)Y + Y'A(i)Y is the /30-LBLQUE of o
2(a + fcl^X^J)2. 
(i) If i <E {{1,2, . . . , n } - { j } } , we obtain from (7.2), (8.1) and (8.2): 
i - Xг) 
4 
Jim^V^a'^Y + Y'A{l)Y) =2o
4(a + b\e'iX
Rf30\Y + 2o
4" J f o
 l' (8.3) 
with 
\ = {e2 - p + Xj[4ri - 4e 7] + x
2 [2ae + 4 7
2 - 6£] + x3[46 - 4a 7 ] + x
4[a2 - (3]} 
= (x2a - 2xp + e)2 - (x4/3 - 4x38 + 6x2£ - 4x̂ -7? + p) 
In i „ \2 
j2 (*.-*<> _f_ (x.-x*> 
tҐг (a + Цe^ßjУ I tҐг (a + Ь\e'гX*ß0\)
4 
(8.4) 
(which is always positive). 
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(ii) If i e { j ,n + 1 , . . . , n + J - 1}, we obtain from (7.3), (8.1) and (8.2) 
(taking into account (8.4)): 
7
l i m ^ 0 (
a W Y + F ' A « y ) = 0 ' (8.5) 
i.e., Q>'fj\Y + Y'Ai-yY is a consistent estimator of a2 [a + 6|e^X^/3|) at j3Q . 
A p p e n d i x 1 
LEMMA 9 . 1 . If x{ ^ x • for i ^ j , then 
n 
v{f3=(f3vp2)'en
2} X)6 .l^+^x*l = ° (9J) 
i = l 
if and only if 
b1=b2 = --- = h = ° (9-2) 
is valid. 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
x1 < x2 < • • • < xn . 
Let us denote 
\x 
It is obvious that for n > I > r > 1 we have 
+i ~xi\ = a o i = l , 2 , . . . , n - 1. 
IXÍ - Xrl = Ҝ - Xl\ = ar + a r + l + • ' • + al-l > ° -
0) _ - д(І) If (9.1) is valid, then for /3JJ; = - _ ., /?^ ; = 1 (j = 1,2,... , n ) we h 
n 
^2K\ - xi+xi\ = ° ^ 
ave 
ï> . | -*„ + я.l = 0, 
t = i 
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a l + a2 
n-2 
E a i 
i = l 











n - l 
E a г 
i=2 
n - 1 
E a , 
i = 3 









\ ___ ~г 4 i=l 
ь = o 
where b' = (fc»1?..., bn). If we subtract the (j — l)st row of the matrix A from 
its jth row (j = n, n — 1,..., 2) and successively add the first to the j t h column 
(j __ n, n — 1,..., 2), we obtain the matrix 
/ 
n - 2 n - 1 
0 a i ^~ a2 0*1 + &2 ~ł~ aз 
1—6 11 — JL \ 
E ai E ai \ 
0 0 0 
i = l 
0 
ѓ = l 
0 
2a 2 0 0 0 0 
2a, 2aч 0 0 0 
\ a^ -, 2a„ , 2a„, , 
n —1 n— 1 n— 1 
2a n - l 2a n - l 0 ì 
whose determinant is 
n—1 n—1 
( _ l ) n + i 2 n - 2 V - a ? ; r j a t > 0 . 
i=l i=l 
The determinant of the matrix A has the same value. So (9.2) is valid. The 
opposite implication is trivial, and we have proved the lemma. • 
By vec A_ _, we denote the vector 
J p,q ' 
vec A = ( a n , a2 1 , . . . , a p l , a12la22)..., a_2,.. . , ^ - . a ^ g ' • • • i
a
pq) 
for an arbitrary p x q matrix with elements a-- = e ' A e . I* is a symmetric 
nonsingular matrix for which the next assertion is valid: 
\/{Aft} I*vecA = vecA ' . 
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LEMMA 9.2. Let n ^ 4. The matrix X7 o/ orxier (4 + n) x n2 
/ X ' ® X ' \ 
X' = 
V < ® < 1 
25 0/ rank 4 + n . 
P r o o f . The 3rd, 4th, (n+3)rd and (n+4)th column of the matrix X' are 
( 1 , Xg , X j , X^ Xg, U, . . . , U) , 
^ 1 , X^, X j , X^X^, U, . . . , UJ , 
^ 1 , x 3 , x 2 , x 2 x 3 , U, . . . , U) , 












V A X _v X id X 
«Xy -i t i / o Ju -i »X/ j «X/ o l »X/ <"} «X/ -i J Ju A l Ju r\ Ju "1 / > 
1 0 o 
Ju Q A Jury \J 
Ju -1 O Ju <-) tX/ -I 
\ 
D 
l x 3 ,T1VX4 X 3 / X3VX2 X\) \X2 X\)\XA X3) ' 
~ \X2 ~ Xl) \XA ~ X3) ' 
it is obvious that the rank of the matrix X' is 4 + n . 
LEMMA 9.3. We have 
(x ,®x ,)i;2 ,n 2=ii,4(x
,®x /). 
P r o o f . For an arbitrary matrix Z n n is 
I4 ) 4(X' ® X') vec Z = I* vec X ' Z X = vec X ' Z ' X 
= (X' ® X') vec Z' = (X' ® X' ) i ; 2 > n 2 vec Z 











r)4'4 °*.» V 
\ n,4 n,n / 
P r o o f . First we note that according to Lemma 9.2, is X' of full row rank, 
so the inverse of the matrix X ^ E " 1 ^ ) <g> .S-1(/30))X exists. 
Since 
r ( £ - 1 ( / J 0 ) ® £ -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) = (E-
1( /30)®£-
1( /30))F 
(see, e.g., [7; Lemma 3.8]) and also (9.3) is valid, we have 
ҶI + Г)(£-Ҷ/3 0 )®£-Ҷ/3 0 ))(I + Г)X 
/ ( X ' ® X ' ) ( I + F ) \ 
2e\ ® e[ 
= 2 (E-Ҷ/30)®E-Ҷ/30))X 
) V i< 
= 2((lt}*)4>4 24n )X'(E-Ҷ/30)(8)£-Ҷ/30))X 
nЛ 
= 2X'(£-Ҷ/30) ® E-Ҷ/30))X (
 ( I + Г > £ ) . 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
So we have 
2 1 ( I o Г 4




1 ( ( I o Г ) 4 - 4 2°
4 n 
° \ Un,4 LLn,n 
(I + Г o. 
n,4 
2 ( O 2i 4 ' " jX'(£-Ҷ/3 0)®E-Ҷ/3 0))X 
2 Í ( I 0 P ) 4 ' 4 S4 '")X '(S_1^°)®E"1(l3o))X-
D 
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Let us deno te 
V4>4 = ( X ' E - ^ J X ) ® ( X ' E - ^ J X ) , 
n n n n . 
/ E^2 E ^ 2 E-\tf £*fo?\ 
2 = 1 2 = T 2 = 1 2 — i 
Ew2 X>2</>2 E ^ E^ t
2 
2 = 1 2 = 1 2 = 1 i = l 
£ w ? X>?tf t*M ±*M 
2 = 1 2 = 1 2 = 1 i = l 
l lX t f X>^2 E^? iS/V2,1 
X 2 = l i=l i=l 2 = 1 7 
o 
where ^ = (a + b|e^X/30|) and 
T — 
x 4 , 4 ~ 
w4f4 = v - т . 
It can be easily seen t h a t 
/ / n \ 2 n n n 
/ ( E v d - E v ? EwEw-Eii»! 




E v . E -.*>.- E ^iv? E v>. E *?*>.- E *?v? 
i = l i = l i = l i = l i = i i = i 
n n n / n \ 2 T I 
E v?i E ^ ^ t - E ^ i^ 2 ( E *i<Pi) - E xl^l 
i = l i = l i = l \ i = l / i = l 
/ n \ 2 n n n n 
\ E ^i^r - E ^ i ^ i E xi<Pi E *?¥>!- E *?¥>? 
\ \ i = l / 1 = 1 i = l i=l i=l 
n n n / n \ 2 n \ 
E v>- E - C t ^ i - E *iv?7: E *-v>.) - E ^v* \ 
t=i i=i i=i \ i = i / i=i 
/ n \ 2 n n n n 
E xt^t) -Hxlvl E *iVt E *?¥>.-E *;?¥>? 
\ i = l / i = l i = l i = l i = l 
n n n n n n 
E Vi E ^ 2 <^- E ^2v?2 E ^i^i E ^2<px- E ^;V
2 
i=i i=i i=i i=i i=i i=i 
E w E ^ - E ^ (E*?v.V-E-'.V? / 
i = l i = l i = l \ i = l / i = l / 
We deno te t he e lements of t he mat r ix W _ 1 by {w t J ' } ; its regulari ty follows 
from the regular i ty of t h e ma t r ix X ^ E " 1 ^ ) <8> £ _ 1 ( / 3 0 ) ) X (cf. the proof of 
L e m m a 9.5). 







l/ien for j £ {1 , 2 , . . . . n } ř̂;e Zia^e 
/ Í Í ; 1 1 + x ^ 1 2 + w 1 3 ) + x ^ 1 4 \ 
w21 + x^LU2 2 + w 2 3 ) + x 2 ^ 2 4 
w31 + x ^ 3 2 + w 3 3 ) + x 2 iO 3 4 
\ w41 + x ^ 4 2 + w43) + x 2 ™ 4 4 / 





and for I G {1, 2, . . . ,n} is 
e ; p e j = 6fl{a + &KX/3J)
4 - (1 x, x, x 2 )N e j , 
where 6^ is 0 /or j ^ / and 1 for I = j . 
P r o o f . Since 
/eiøe; 
V (X ,.S-1(l3o)(S)X ,.S-1(/3o))(el®e1,...,erlCS)eTl)
, 
| ( .S- 1 ( / 3o )X0.E- 1 (ß o )X ) S-
2 ( /3o ) 
w 
we have 
/ e ; ® e; \ 




1. (g 1Q) 
\ < ® < / 
• ( X ' S - 1 ^ ) ® X ' S - 1 ^ ) ) ^ ® e , , . . . , en ® en)E
2(/30) 
(see, e.g., [1; p. 66]) because of the identity 
T = ( X ' E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® X ' S -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) ( e i ® e i , . . . , e n ® e n ) E
2 ( / 3 0 ) -
;i ® ci 
" ((S-1(/3„)X®S-1(/30)X) 
< ® < . 
Similarly, we have 
N = - W - 1 ( X ' S - 1 ( / 3 o ) ® X ' E -
1 ( / 3 o ) ) ( e i ® e i , . . . , e n ® e n ) E
2 ( / 3 0 ) . (9.11) 
From (9.10), we obtain for I e {1,2, . . . ,n} 
/ 1 \ 
e ; P Є j . = 6 j г ( a + ò|Є;X/30|)
4 + ( l xг xг x
2 ) W " 
6y l(a + 6 | £ ; X / 3 0 | )
4 - ( l i , x, i ? ) Ne , 
l ^ 
Since 
(X 'E- 1 ( / 3 0 )®X 'S -
1 ( / 3 0 ) ) ( e i ®e 1 , . . . , e n ® e n )S
2 ( / 3 0 ) e j = ( l x. x,. x
2 ) , 
from (9.11) it is easy to obtain (9.9). ^ 
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LEMMA 9.6. The nonsingular matrix 
(a b b d\ 
b c d e 
b d c e 




' c 2 / + 2 d e 2 - 2 c e 2 - d 2 / -bcf-d2e+dce+bdf 
-bcf-d2 e+cde+bdf acf+2bde-cd2-b2f-ae2 
-bcf-d2e+cde+bdf -adf-2bde+d3+b2f+ae2 
> —26de —c d+d +26ce ade+bcd—bd —ace 
-bcf-d2e+cde+bdf -26de-c 2d+d 3+26ce \ 
- a d / - 2 6 d e + d 3 + 6 2 / + a e 2 ade+6cd -6d 2 -ace | 
a c / + 2 6 d e - c d 2 - 6 2 / - a e 2 ade+6cd -6d 2 -ace J ' 
ade+6cd -6d 2 -ace ac 2 +26 2 d -26 2 c-ad 2 / 
wh ere 
A = (c- d)A1 = (c-d) [(c + d)(af - d
2) + 2e(bd - ae) + 2b(de - bf)] 
as its inverse. 
P r o o f . The lemma can be proved by an easy computation. D 
From the previous lemma, we obtain the following formulas for the elements 
of the matrix W _ 1 : 
ш п = E 
2 n 
E Г Í ( a + 6|e;X/ЗJ)V t í ( a + í>|e;X/30|)4 
E E 
Г(a + 6|e;X/50 |)
2èí(a + <>KX,90|)
2 
Ê lia + ble&Pjy V £ í ( a + 6|eíX/iy) + E 
E x- E fzí (a + Ъ\e>Xß0\)2 tҐi (a + Ъ\éгXß0\)2 
E 







n \ 2 n 2 
y^ _i \ _ y^ _i 
Ží (a+ 61^X^1)V t í ( a + b|^X/30|)
4_ 
n 2 n 
ŷ  ^ ŷ  ŷ  
n n 2 
ST~̂  ^ i V™^ Xi ~Z~^ Xi 
^ ( a + 6|e^X/30|)
2tí(a + 6|e^X/30 |)
2"^(a + 6|e^X/30|)
4 
/ n 2 \ 2 n 4
 n 
^y" ___________ ̂  _ y" __________ 
V^í (a + 6|e;„/30|)V £ í (« + %.X/?0|)
4 
n n n 
n л n 
y^ * y^ ^i y^ 
tí (a + Ъ\e'гҠß0\)
2 U (a + Ъ\e'гҠß0\)
2 tï ,|)
2 ^ ( а + 6|едао|)
4Л' 
(9.13) 
w 2 2 + ш 2 3 = ^ - . £ 
2 n 
řrí(a + i>KX/3j)V frí(a + 6KX/3J)4J £ 
£ xj 
2 n 
£ r í (a + i,|e',X/3J)V é í ( a + 6KX^.|)4 
£ -C 
2 n 
£ LV£í (a + 6|eJX/?0|)V é í (a + 6KX/30|)4J 
(9-14) 
™14 = 
Д. { П '_. П П О 2 у- I у у _и (а + Це'ГХ^)2 и (а + 6|ег„/?0 |)2 ^ (а + 6|е^Х/30|)4 
п п 2 п 3 
' _ ^ (а + 6|е̂ Х/30|)
2 ^ (а + Ъ\е[Х(30\)
2' и(а + Ъ\е'гХ130\)"
Хг 
'7 П т х 2 п о Т 
- ( у " ] _ у 
ЛИГ (а + 6|ег„/30|)
2/ Й (а + 6|е'гХ/30|)
4 
y ì y " _ 
_èí(a + 6HX/30|)
2èí(a 
xi X ï \ "̂  JL> 7 
+ 6KX/3 0 | )
2 _ 2 eí (a + 6|e;:X/30|)
4 
+ (y Vil 
V ^ ( a + 6K;X/30|)V JJ ' 
(9.15) 
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n n n 
y ^ [ y ^ *% y ^  
U (а + Ь | е . Х Д , | ) 2 £ . (а + Ь|е; :Х/30 |)
2 h (а + 6|е'гХ/30 |)
4 
' / " _ \ 2 " x 2 
Л£г(а + %;х/з0|)
27 "ét(a + b|e;x/3o|)
4 
y ^ i y _ y i  
\t({a + b\e'tX(30\)
2J è t ( a + b|e;:X/30|)
4 
n n o n 
.ег(а + 6|е'.Х/30|)
2^(« + ЬК^ 
i y^ xi 
;x/з0|)







Vÿ î У_y i 
Д é í (а + ò|e.XДJ)V é í (а + ò|e;x/з0|)
4 
i n x 2 
E 2 E 2 
é í ( а + ò|Є'гX/30|)
2éí(а + ò|e;X/30|)
2 
n 2 / n \ 2 
~ 2 £ t (а + ò|e;x/?0|)
4 + \Һ (а + ò|e;x/з0|)
2 
n .. n 
E — ^ E 
_t í (а + ò|e;x/j0|)
2éí(а + ò|e;: 
 n 
y ^ x» y - íi 
á í ( a  6|e;X/?0|)
2 é í (a + 6|e;: 




д.= E E í íа + бKX^D^éíţа + ЬKX/ЗJ)2 
+ E \ — ^ *^7 2 ž t ( a + 6|e;:X/30|)'4 V t í ( a + 6|e;X/3o|) 
n 1 v 2 n j 








(~Г ~І ) - ~ Г ~-
\fťг(a + b\e'гXß0\)
2J è t ( a + 6|Є;X/Зc 
n n 2 
У"4 __i ~ y __г V^ 
_£í(a + bИX/30|)
2tí(a + %;:X/30|)
2 é í 
r n ._ n n 
E т 
(a + ь|e;x/j0 
v - J _ _ _ _ x ~ _Í ","" 
. é í (a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 é í (a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 é í 




\ " • _ _ 
^ ( a + 6|e;X/30|)
4 
7t _ 7t 2 
^ ( a + %;X/3o |)
2; é í ( a + 6|e;X/3o|)
4' 
-(y . V-r * 
. V t í (a + 6|e;:X/30|)
2y U (a + b\e'tX^\)\ 
n n 2 n 3 
V~̂  ___ V"^ V"^ 
\ £ í ( a + 6|e;X/30|)
2^(a + 6|e;:X/?0|)
2 £? (a + 6|eJ 
n n n 
+2[h (a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 t í (a + 0|e;X/?o|)
2 ~ ^ (a + &|e;X/?0|)
4 
r / n \ 2 n o 
E — 2 ) - E 









n n 2 n 3 
"V"^ __i ~V~^ __i V ^ 
_ti (a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 £? (a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 ^ (a + 6|ej: 
f n r). —• 
- p _ţ 
Èí(a + ò|e;x/?0|)
4 
 1 n n 
~r~ i y~- XJ y~- X{ x 
^ ( a + 6|e;X/?0|)
2éí(a + 6|e;X/30|)
2 £ í (a + b\e'^o\)" ' 
Y У x2 y < 
Л è í (a + ò|e;x/з0|)
2У é í (a + б|e;x/?0|)
4 
Appendix 2 
Let us now investigate in the model (1.1) the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of 
a2 (a+b | e 'X/3 | ) at j30 in the special case of increasing the number of measuring 
points x-. 
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Let 
x. = 2г + — — i, ѓ = l , 2 , . . . , 
2 г - l 
ł-
a = a2 = 1, 6 > 0. 
and 
/Зo = ( 0 , l ) ' . 
We obtain 
(a + 6|ept/30|)
2 = 4Ҷ6+l) 2 , ѓ = 1,2,... 
and so 
l i m V = r7. -" , (10-1) 
— fe(a + 5 W o | )
2 3(6 + 1)2' 
, ^ *,- , ^ K 2 i ( ^ + 1)-1) lim > l- = lim > b V \ , - — - L 
" — ^ ( a + 6|e;:XA30|)
2 n ^ ° ° ^ ^ ( 6 + l ) 2 
_ _ _ 1 1 _ 36 + 2 
~ 6 ( 6 + 1 ) ~ 36(6+ 1)2 ~ 36(6 + 1 ) 2 ' 
Similarly, we have 
i i m - y — - — 2 = h' (io-3) 
— nfrr(a + 6|e^X/30|)
2 & 
n 
lim ~ ~ - = — , (10.4) 
— 7 t t ( a + 6 |<X/3 0 | )
4 1 5 ( 6 + 1 ) 4 ' 
E X • l l . V 
'• - i=1 (a + 6|epC/3 0 |)
4 = 76(6 + 1)3 - 156(6 + 1)* ' ( 1 ° ' 5 ) 
lim y 
+ 
i í ( a + 6KX/30|)
4 362(6+1)2 762(6+1) 
1 
lim ~ ~ 




ŕ ( a + 6|epí/ЗJ)4 ^3(6+1) 63(6 + 1)2 
3 1 




1 _n_ 4 1 
--"• - E = u • (10-8) 
n ^ ( a + 6 K X / 3 J ) 4 &4 ' 
If we denote the matrix W (defined in (9.7)) by 
wx w2 w2 wAҲ 
w~ w0 w. wt W 
W~ Wл Wn w, 
) ,w4 w5 w5 w{ 
we have (see Lemma 9.6) 
A 1 = W^^WQ + W^^WQ — w3w4 — w4 + Aw2w4w5 — 2w1w^) — 2w2w6 . 
From (10.1)-(10.8), we have 
lim — w 
n—+oo n 
3 ~ 3 6 2 ( ò + l ) 2 ' 
1 _ ЗÒ + 2 
Л ! o ñ ^ 5 ~ ЗЬ3(Ò + 1)2 ' 
and 
r - ~ 
l i m — 7 7 ^ = 7T 
n ^ o o n 2 6 b4 
The other elements of the matrix W tend to constants with increasing n . It is 
easy to see (using Lemma 9.6 and (5.3)) that 
lim ^ ^ ( ò + l ) 4 , 
n — ю o Z 
lim w12 = lim (гu14 + u; 2 2 + w23) = lim u; 2 4 = lim u; 4 4 
П—ЮO n — > o o n — > o o П—+ OC 
and the dispersion of the /30-LBLQUE of a
2 [a + 6|e^X/3|) at /30 in the model 
(1.1) tends to 2a 4 [(a + % ; X / 3 0 | )
4 + f (6 + l ) 4 ] = 2a 4 [(1 + fcr,)4 + f (6 + l ) 4 j 
for i = 1,2,... . 
A p p e n d i x 3 
A very serious question is proving the calculated value of the estimate. Here 
we give an alternative method of computing the /3Q-LBLQUE of 
r\ 
a2[a + 6|e'X/3|) in the model (1.1). This method can be used for proving 
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the numerical value of the estimate (as we know that the estimator is unique 
(see Section 3)). 
From (4.1), we obtained that a'Y + Y'AY is the /30-LBLQUE of 
a2 (a + 6|e^.X/3|)2 in (1.1) if and only if 
a'Y + Y'AY = k y ' ® ( y - 2 X / 3 0 ) ' ) ( I + r)(S-
1 (/3 0 )®S-
1 (/3 0 ))X-
{ X ' ( S - 1 ( / 3 J ® E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ) X } -
1 ^ ) 
Using the notation 
{X'(S- 1(/3 o)®S-
1(/3 0))X}-
1 = ( ^ . 
\ n, 
- lMм N 4 i П 
P 
4 n,n 
and using, e.g., [1; p. 66, (15)] we obtain 
a'Y + Y'AY 
= i (y '®(Y-2X/3 0 ) ' ) ( i + r ) ( s -
1 ( ^ 0 ) ® s -
1 ( / j 0 ) ) -
• ( X ® X , e 1 ® e 1 , . . . , e n ® e n ) -
- V - 1 ( X ' E - 1 ( / 3 0 ) ® X ' E -
1 ( j J 0 ) ) ( e 1 ® e 1 , . . . , e n ® e n ) 
^ <8> e[ 
S"2(/30) (s-Ҷ/зjx^s-Ҷ/зjx^v-
1 
•"n ^ тг • 
- 1 
• (X'E-Ҷ/ЗJ ® Г E - Ҷ / З J ) ^ ® e,,..., e n ® en) 






















p = E"Ҷ/30) - | : | (E-
1 03 o )X(X.S-
1 09 o )X)-
1 X / .E- 1 09 o ) 
E - Ҷ / 3 0 ) X ( X E - Ҷ ť J J X ) -
1 X / E - Ҷ / 3 0 ) ) ( e 1 ® e 1 , . . . , e n ® e n ) 
We see that 
{ P - 1 K J = ^ ( « + &k i X^ | )
4 -{E- 1 (/3 0 )X(XE-
1 (/3 0 )X)-




(<5- • is defined in Lemma 9.5). 
As I*(De t <g> De t ) = D e t <g> D e t for any square matrix D, we obtain from 
(11.1) the alternative formula for the /30-LBLQUE of a
2(a + 6|e^X/3|)2 as 




u = l 
-{S- 1 (/3 0 )X(XE-
1 (/3JX)- 1 X / E- 1 ( i 3 0 ) } , i t t -
•{E- 1 (/3 0 )X(XE-
1 (/3 0 )X)-
1 X / E- 1 (/3 0 )} t J{P} t t , J 
5 = 1 ť = l 
П 
where {P} t t ,- can be obtained from (11.2). 
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